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Structural Requirements

- Noticeable decline in the allocation of resources for RE
- Commission for monitoring the implementation of the NRIS
- LAP – in 7 municipalities
- The Municipality of Podgorica - has allocated no founds
- Documents at the national level—MNE Development Directions 13-16
- IPA programming 2015 required stronger participation of MHMR
ANTI- DISCRIMINATION

• The efforts of the state relating to the regulation of the legal status of internally displaced persons of Roma ethnicity - Law on Foreigners
• Recent amendments to the Criminal Code- stricter punishment for crimes of hate
• No political presentation of a Roma in Parliament of Montenegro neither in local parliaments
• Health care- immunization 98%
• „Stop begging “Police Administration 13 requirements
• SOS line for kids
• Arranged marriages
Education

- 2013/2014 provided transportation (only PG) workshops for mothers, maternal literacy, toy libraries
- Assistents in teaching
- Language barrier
- Children from Konik I i II inrolled in 6 Elementary School in PG
- Teacher-training -manual for teachers/principals who are interested in preventing school dropouts
- Vocational Training Centre accredited vocation- associates in social inclusion RE
- The government has created a strategy to improve the situation of Roma and Egyptians in MNE 2012-2016
Employment

- New generation of skilled and educated Roma
- Big number of projects = 56 RE 5%
- Active labor market programs ZZZ 39 RE
- The life of the initiative= lifetime of the project
- Self-employment and entrepreneurship RE – business incubators and micro-credits - none
Health care

• Regulation on the manner of obtaining health care to foreigners - RE provides health care
• Barriers - lack of personal documents - 3000
• Immunization 98%
Housing

- Condition— alarming
- Assigned locations Nikšić, Pljevlja, Berane, H Novi and Podgorica
- Law on Social Housing - Local social program of housing- to legalize nonformal structures
- built flats for vulnerable groups - 10 apartments in BP
- 60 apartments HELP REF
- 10 MHMR
- Regional project for housing— 6000 – 1177 households = 27 millions e. Camp Konik – 120 housing units.
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